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I. Refer to the diagram above to verify all parts were received. 

II. The following tools will be required to complete the installation:
1. 7/16” Socket 2. Phillips Screwdriver 3. 5/32” Hex Wrench 

4. 18mm Socket 5. 12mm Socket  6. 20mm Socket            

 III. Read all instructions carefully before starting the assembly process.

     NOTE: 
IV. Seat & Coat Hook Removal

A. Remove the 2 bolts closest to the passenger and Driver doors. (If installing a Pro-Gard seat remove all 
8 OEM bolts and discard OEM seats, remove factory seat belt buckles.)

           NOTE:
B. Remove both the driver and passenger OEM coat hook   

assemblies from vehicle headliner.

V. Barrier Installation

     NOTE: 

A. If using the Pro-gard Transport Seat, Remove the OEM Seat from the vehicle.  Otherwise proceed to 
the next step.

B. Place Bracket 3B5714-002 over the OEM seat stud closest to the passenger side door (Fig 1). (If using 
OEM seat the bracket will rest under the OEM seat frame.) Loosely secure using the OEM nut. Repeat 
process for drivers side of vehicle using bracket 3B5714-001.

THESE COMPONENTS ARE REQUIRED 
TO INSTALL THE PRO-GARD BARRIER
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It may be neccessary to have a second person to install 
the barrier.

It may be neccessary to loosen all OEM seat nuts to 
position lower barrier brackets.

Locate all wiring, fuel lines, brake lines, and /or cooling lines before 
drilling holes or installing any fasteners. 
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C.  Place the cargo barrier into the vehicle behind the second row seating area Stand the barrier up 
and position the mounting holes in the lower portion of the barrier with the holes located in brackets 
3B5714-001/002. Secure the barrier to the lower support brackets 
using the included 3X03 phillips head screws (Fig. 2).

D.  Install the upper mounting bracket 3B5715-03 to the barrier using 
the provided 3X36 carriage bolts and 3X16Z whiz nuts through the 
mounting hole located in the top of the barrier (Fig. 3). Hand tighten 
only. Repeat process for the drivers side of the vehicle using 
bracket 3B5715-02. 

E.  Align bracket 3B5715-01 with the coat hook mounting hole on the 
passenger side of the vehicle and secure using the provided 3X97 
bolt and spacer. Repeat process for the drivers side, with bracket 
3B5715-02 (Fig. 3). Refer to the last page for part description. 

F.  There is a wire raceway hole location in the barrier to allow 
wires through, and the hole location has             a cover plate 
(3SP3647) that is attached with two (3X36)bolts and two (3X16Z) nuts.

G.  Center the barrier in the vehicle and secure all fasteners.

H.  Install 3X145 black plastic cap over any and all exposed 
studs from barrier install.     
 

VI. Wing Installation

A. Attach the top polycarbonate panel (3BW5715-05) to the 
top of the barrier using the existing bolts from the top 
of the window frame. Adjust panel to suit, and secure 
fasteners. (Fig. 4)

B. Remove the (3) 3X16 nuts and 3X03 bolts located on the upper portion of the drivers side of the 
barrier. Place bracket 3B929 on the front side of the 
barrier and secure using the bolts and nuts that were 
removed (repeat for the passenger side, only using 
the lower (2) hole locations).

C. Place the drivers side upper wing (4BW5715-02) 
behind the air-bag brackets, align the holes, and 
secure using the provided 3X03 bolts and 3X16 nuts. 
Repeat process for the passenger side using wing 
(4BW5715-01).

D. Secure the passenger side lower polycarbonate wing 
(3BW5715-03) to the barrier using the provided 3X03 
bolts and 3X16 whiz nuts. Repeat process for drivers 
side of vehicle using polycarbonate wing (3BW5715-
04). VIII. Installation Complete
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